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You're aligned with the bad manager. You're going to hate your life in the SVB. Don't go to HR, they are unattended if your taking the lead. Peers saw what was happening, but feared self-reprisals through compensation to hold them back. Free Lunches, Candy and Soda (if you like that kind of stuff) Was this review
helpful? Great atmosphere. Everyone is friendly and supports society as a whole. Games room on each floor and frequent lunches. They work you into things gradually so you never feel overwhelmed. Managers are great. Excellent pay and benefits. I can't say enough about how much I enjoyed my time there. Salary,
benefits. Room. Was this review helpful? Flexible schedule and work-life balance I really enjoyed my time in the SVB because of their flexible planning, work life balance, compensation and benefits. There are opportunities for improvement in terms of progress and governance. Flexible, salaries, benefits, remote
accessManagement, protectionism, no capacity for testimonialsWas this review helpful? I like that the place is a nice place to work just keeping playing a lot of favoritism. You have a good holiday sick time and good benefits. But leadership needs more training. Was this review helpful? It's a great place to work with great
benefits. Managers are collaborative and friendly. The employee benefits are just amazing. Have they embraced diversity and focused on employee empowerment Has this review been helpful? Where technology Pros Go To DieSilicon Valley Bank has a better than average compensation structure, but that's where the
good ends. You might enjoy the SVB if: * You love kissing your ass and have no desire to move forward through sound technical procedures, or * You like to blame for the consequences of conducting self-serving, shortsighted behavior in their quest to be promoted at all costs, or * You have no self-esteem, no life, no
friends, and no desire to do anything but work all the time on all days working in vain to try to fix it Which will never be allowed management as a pile of more tech debt from their endless self-serving ideas, which are nothing more than attempts to get promoted on their backs. Better than average compensationSelious
incompetent bullying management starts at the top, politics is more valued than quality, Constantly cutting corners to serve the ambitions of managers who want to be promotedWa this review be helpful? Amazing pay and benefits. A lot of leadership changes, which is hard. Overall, great companies and clients are
amazing and they do great things for our world! Was this review helpful? While paid time off and benefits are second only, the organization is basically a good ole boys club. Rent and promotion is conditional on whether you were in the same house frat as your colleagues or whether you are besties with your boss. Skills
and hard work are neither weighed nor considered as grounds for or decorations. Although they try to portray that they are different organizations, the one that really cares are every bit as much of a corporate behemoth as each other. They are as filled with protectionism, egotism and nepotism as the worst corporate
beast you've encountered. If you manage to get an interview or get hired (again only if you happen to be friends with a hiring manager), just remember to know what you're going into. They're no different. They're not better. They're just less evil.many paid time off, great benefitsfavoritism and egocentric ideals are
rampant Was this assessment helpful? Modern workplace that invests in its peopleI work as sr. Operational specialist for SVB in Tempe, AZ for several months. Overall, I am very impressed and satisfied with the company and my decision to work here. The clock is typical of my department, M-F, 8-5 with some
opportunity for OT. There are some systemic problems that can make the job harder than it should be, but nothing that is seemingly impossible. SVB is a fast growing company and I suspect progress and system updates will come over time. They invest in their people and really care about employee satisfaction. They
provide meetings, meals, collaborative meetings in all office locations, and are great for employees. They are very aware of the little things that can actually make or break a working day. The salary is fair, I wish it was a bit higher for the area, but it's not bad for a start. PTO is amazing as well as the usual benefits (health
care, dental, vision, 401k). I would highly recommend the company to others who want to work in finance. SVB is not like other banks (I previously worked in retail banking, that's 100x better). Paid time off, work environment, employee experienceSystems are outdated, salary is not super competitive for placement
costsWas this review helpful? Sales-driven organizationZná its clients and start-up industry well. Not a data-oriented organization. About 5-years for most financial institutions in the field of technology, systems, processes and people. It banks technology, life-science, clean energy, and wine companies. Salaries and
benefits are competitiveA high political environmentWas this review useful? SVB is not an amazing place to work AnymoreSVB used to be an amazing place to work. Management has become accustomed to keeping an eye on its employees. Now days, if your not willing to brown your nose your way to the top,
management is looking for ways to get rid of you. I don't get me wrong the benefits are great, but the culture has become down right down. I don't get me started about work-life balance because the company works theiremployees to the bone and could care less about your personal time. I've worked for the company for
almost 20 years and I'm saying I would never but changes in management made me realize necessary to change careers. Was this review helpful? Great Culture and BenefitsA good company to work for, with great leadership and industry-leading benefits. It really depends on the employees as well as the clients who
are often at the cutting edge of innovation and technology. Great culture and attitude all around. Benefits, work-life balance, leadership, culture Was this review helpful? Good place to work, nice people, friendly atmosphere. Good events, benefits. Compensation, benefits, job security, promotion, work/life balance. Was
this review helpful? People were important in the JRC and was the basis of its success. Specifically talking about IT, there has been a huge turnaround in team leadership over the course of 10 years and most recently is led by a fear-focused model. Team management clearly states one thing, but quietly acts on another
and its obvious managers are all afraid to make decisions and therefore the turn-around throughout the IT org is high. There are great people hiding in their shells waiting for change to occur so they can emerge and see SVB culture thrive once more. Good people, Good Benefits &amp; CompFear stricken staff, corrupt
leadership, difficult to maskWas this review helpful? A hostile place to work, at least in an ITHostile work environment in IT. The rest of society seems healthy and fine. SVB pays well and gives a good bonus, but the stress of IT and mismanagement makes it not worth it. I've been through four managers in a year. Was
this review helpful? It was a short-term project, which is why my review is based on the limited time I have worked for. The staff are very helpful and the food is great. Not much learning though. Was this review helpful? Success in the SVB means bringing out the best every day – from creating creative solutions for
clients to working with colleagues to volunteering in the communities where we work and live. Community involvementSupporting innovation is more than working with innovative companies. It's about supporting organizations that bring opportunity and technology training to underrepresented groups. It's about returning
to local communities where technology companies thrive. It's about giving start-ups and private companies a voice in front of lawmakers. Inclusion and diversity in the JRC is our mission to create a workplace where all employees can do their best work every day. We believe that when employees feel welcome and
valued, they work at a higher level, productivity increases and our teams and our clients move on.  Our commitment to attracting and retaining a diverse workforce makes the JRC a more innovative and satisfying place to work.  Work. 
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